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    - and all households do less consumption smoothing.
  - This paper asks what happens to default when the hazard of unemployment goes up.
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- To get big changes in asset prices in GE models
- You need changes in fundamentals that are
  - Big
  - Unanticipated
- Macroeconomic variables change very slowly
  - Worst Recession in 75 years: C falls 3%.
- So to explain wild swings in asset prices we need big changes
- Policy?
- Problem is that large, unanticipated changes in policy are very, very rare.

prior to the housing boom that ended in 2006, the combined LTV for first and second conventional mortgages (mortgages without mortgage insurance) was rarely if ever allowed to exceed 75 to 80 percent of the appraised value of the home (Favilukis et al., 2010, p. 42).
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Economists suck at asset pricing

- Most house price variation over time is unforecastable.
  - Economists
  - Practitioners.
- Consensus did not anticipate:
  - Boom in the late 90s-00s
  - Bust in 2006-2010.
- Two years ago, I wrote, “Good news: Economists are predicting falling house prices.”
  - “So it's time to buy!”
- That was good advice!
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